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You Shape Your Future…

The ones who are crazy enough to think they can change the
world, are the ones who do

We are inviting an interview, articles and experiences
from Leaders and HR professionals for next editions of
our eMagazine. To feature in connect with
Ratna- 9818653260 I possiblers@possiblers.com

14 Effective Ways to Show Employees
and Co-Workers a
Little Valentine’s Day Appreciation
Valentine’s Day is not just for the romantically inclined! It is a time to recognize all kinds of
people in your life for their kindness, support, and work the rest of the year.
Study after study shows that recognition for doing something well at work, not money, is
the top motivator of employee performance.
While retailers are exhibiting all kinds of ideas to show appreciation for romantic
relationships, chances are you spend more awake time with the people you work with than
your sweetie.
Make this Valentine’s Day a little sweeter and show your workplace people some love!
1. Give employees a “Free Pass” that employees can use for a day off whenever they
want, to be used by the end of the year.
2. Have a fun workday theme and contest, such as “Colorful Sock Day” where no one
wears shoes that day at work. This works best when the CEO wears outrageous socks
and prominently walks around displaying Mickey Mouse toes.
3. Install a white board in a common area called the Gratitude Board or the Wall of
Thanks. Encourage employees to write short notes to thank each other on the board.
Take a picture of the board on Friday and print the picture for everyone who was
mentioned that week. Start over each Monday.
4. Hire a massage therapist to come to the office to give everyone a 15-minute neck
massage.
5. Award employees a certain numbers of telecommuting days with seniority.
6. Start an afternoon meeting with ice cream sandwiches. Or drumsticks, Magnums,
creamsicles, Choco Tacos, or fudgsicles. You get the idea.
7. Give everyone in the workspace 10 raffle-style tickets. Ask people to write people’s
names over the week leading up to Valentine’s Day to vote for the person who does
something especially kind. Declare that person the “Sweetest” on Valentine’s Day.
8. Have a “Bring Your Dog to Work Day.” Watch how happy people are because they have
their pups close by!
9. Scheduling a meeting during lunch? Provide lunch!
10. Post a thank you note on someone’s door, computer screen, or cubicle.
11. Send a handwritten birthday card to their home.
12. Offer flexible working hours.
13. Have a “Living in Blue Jeans Day. Set aside a day where everyone wears their favorite
blue jeans. People love to be comfortable and they are frequently more productive
when they are really comfy.
14. Say thank you. Sincerely, honestly, and for a specific action or behavior. Better, say
thank you with a handwritten card.

There is no one singular action or activity that will motivate
everyone, but sometimes just being thanked goes a long way…
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Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj along with Bhai Mardana ji visited a village
where the people were very mean and did not pay any attention to
spiritual values or honesty in their lives. Upon leaving the village after
some days he rose his hand up and blessed the villagers and said –
“Vasde raho” (May you remain here and prosper).
Next day they reached another village. Here, contrary
to the people of the previous
village the residents were very kind, honest and
spiritual minded.
They respected and paid utmost respect to
Guru Nanak Dev ji. Guru ji spent some days
there very comfortably and then bid farewell
to village. While leaving, on outskirts of village
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj rose his hand up
again said, “Ujad Jao” (May you get displaced
and spread).On hearing this Bhai Mardana ji
was taken by surprise. He asked the Guru why
he did so.
The Guru’s response was simple :
These people are good people with great values,
and if they leave the village and go to different
parts of the world wherever they go they will spread these values
among the local population.
More people will get influenced and become good
and ethical (by doing their sangat). The world will change for the better.
Whereas people from the first village had no values and thus must live
there only because these are not the values that need to be spread.”

Suresh M. Semwal

DIRECTION PRECEDES ACTION
Coming across several human beings who seem
to lack clarity to what they want from life or
even themselves (and relationships!) is common.
A conversation often leads nowhere when the mind
is not clear. It is like driving on the roads of Delhi at
3am on super-winter night in December. The fog
does not allow you to see a thing; you have no idea
of what is ahead of you! You just keep moving
and hoping you reach home. And you do! Because
the road that leads home is a known one… You traverse
it each and everyday of your life. And you know where you are heading…
But…

In life, few have the same clarity about life and their goals. Though goal
setting and planning is taught from younger days of college, it rarely
makes sense. It is done just as an activity to be completed and done
with!
If you don’t have a destination in mind, the actions could be spread all
over he place like spilled milk! For a life of bliss, contentment, peace, joy,
success and happiness is not just a by-product of anything; it is persistent
effort towards a purpose that counts.

Before setting out to perform and act, forming goals is but obvious! It
gives us a direction so as to focus and channelise our energy towards a
target.
Therefore, acting in haste and just participating in the race of life yields
little for us. All that is does is perhaps increase stress and keep working
on trial-and-error basis in life.
Get clarity on where you want to go, have a strategy in place, be
connected with the experts of that area and take baby steps! Nothing is
unachievable, nothing is far… as Napoleon Hill said, “Whatever the mind
can conceive and believe, it can achieve.”

Jas K. Bhatia

Office Décor & Employee Productivity
Few years back, I visited Infosys – Mysore campus. It was an
experience of a lifetime to say the least. The campus, nicknamed
“Heaven on Earth” or “A Paradise” is an epitome of the real
infrastructure art.
Frankly speaking, I was awed by the magnanimity and certain
novel ideas like availability of cycles everywhere, landscaping
and also the design of some of the buildings, especially the
dome shaped 1500 seated multiplex.
Another place I visited was Godrej – Vikhroli office. Before
reaching their office, I obviously never expected
something spectacular or new age. But then, I was in for a
pleasant surprise…

It was 750,000 square feet of open, flexible spaces with world
class amenities. It also included several amenities,
including a Starbucks Coffee shop, a Nature’s Basket store
(Godrej owned), a Blunt hair salon. An onsite Creche and a
Gym…

Sandip Grover

A 2006 study revealed that the pleasure centres of the
brain consistently lighten up by viewing landscapes. A 2003
study of call centre employees who frequently rotated seats found that those
employees who were seated near a window were able to generate an additional $ 3000
revenue per year!!! Besides employees who sit near a window are better at being loyal
to the company, are focussed and show greater interest in their work.
Another interesting study conducted in 2013 revealed that those
employees whose offices have windows sleep forty-six minutes
more per night on average as compared to those who did not have
windows.
With all the data – it is abundantly clear that office décor has a
profound impact on the employee engagement and productivity.
More over those firms who are willing to go that extra mile to
satisfy the creative pangs of their employees are doing
whatever it takes to create a happening work place.
Some of the organisations have started providing a small budget to their
employees for decorating their work stations.
So next time there is an opportunity to either renovate or build a new
office – keep your creative juices to the full and involve the employees
to help you create magic for yourself and for them.

My Head-My Headache:
How to deal with
People seem to be difficult to us for
various reasons. Often; the root cause is
our expectation from other people.
Our expectations; over a period of time; become our habit instead of
deliberate thinking. Most of the time, we are completely unaware of how our
expectations create all sorts of misunderstandings and resentments. We
come to realise our expectations only when our are not met.
Where is it written that others must act the way we want them to? It may
be preferable, but not necessary.
It always benefits if we identify our
expectations about how and in what ways
we think other people ‘should’ behave. Its
our ‘Should Parameters’ by which we
judge people and when they fail in
our designed test we call people difficult.
Thus it is better to re-examine our
‘Shoulds’ about people. We need to relook
a tour expectation from people and
evaluate whether these ‘expected shoulds’
give me more pain or more pleasure. Once
we do this we realize that it is possible to
change the way we think and behave. It is
never too late to learn, reshape and
reorient our thinking style and behaviour.
Have an awesome day.

Tapas Dasmohapatra

WHAT PEOPLE'S SAY…

Mr. Tapas
Dasmohapatra
(Co-Founder,
POSSIBLERS)

Mr. Tapas Dasmahapatra, Possiblers had taken
a one day session “Organised Success” for our
employees at Delhi on 8th Jan’20. The main
purpose of the this program was to help our
employees “how to set their individual goal in
a time bound manner to improve themselves
to be a better professional/person”.
It was a wonderful session. Every team
member was very happy to get the required
learnings. No one felt it boring rather enjoyed
it thoroughly. Mr Tapas’s high energy, humour,
real life connect with examples to explain the
said topic was fantastic. This was the third
program we had with Mr Tapas and each
program was up to the mark. Overall an
excellent learning experience. Thank you.

Mr. Gurdev Singh,
Office Manager
Opple Lighting India
Private Limited

Is Organizing Workshops :
“Power of Responsibility”
24th March, 2020, Chandigarh

“Life lessons through Bhagvad Gita”
26th March, 2020, Chandigarh

“Selling Simplified and Assertive
Negotiations”
27th March, 2020, Gurgaon
For More Details Contact :
9717949839 / 9828653260

Mr. Suresh M. Semwal
(Co-Founder, POSSIBLERS)

10 Interesting Facts About the
English Language
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

“I am” is the shortest complete sentence in the English
language.
A pangram sentence is one that contains every letter in the
language.
For example, the sentence “The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog” is a pangram.
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (*breath*) is NOT the
longest word in English.
This extra long word (that approximately means
“fantastic”) was popularized by the movie Mary
Poppins and was eventually added to the dictionary. What
you probably didn’t know is that there is a word that is
longer—yes
longer—than
this
one. Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis is a
type of lung disease caused by inhaling ash and dust. Go
ahead and try pronouncing that!
There are “ghost words” that mean nothing.
Believe it or not, there are some words that appeared in
the dictionary because of printing errors. The nonexistent
word “dord” appeared in the dictionary for eight years in
the mid-20th century. It became known as a “ghost word.”
The shortest, oldest, and most commonly used word is “I.”
Medieval manuscripts reveal that some of the oldest
words in English are “I,” “we,” “two,” and “three.” This
makes “I” one of the shortest and oldest words in the
English language. It is also the most commonly used word
in English conversations.

6. A new word is added to the dictionary every two
hours.
Between now and your next meal, a new word
will be put into the dictionary. During the course
of the year, almost 4,000 new words are added!
So, the next time you try to catch the attention
of the dissertation committee, try adding some
new words to your project.
7. There’s a name for words that we repeat often.
Words we always use even though they add no
meaning or value to a sentence are called crutch
words. For example, in the sentence “Then I was
like, OMG, then like, he went there, and like…” it
is pretty obvious that “like” is the crutch word.
“Actually,” “honestly,” and “basically” are also
commonly used as crutch words.
8. Swims will be swims even when turned upside
down.
Such words are called ambigrams.
9. English is the language of the air.
This means that all pilots have to identify
themselves and speak in English while flying,
regardless of their origin.
10. Girl used to mean small boy or girl.
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